Linda: Your bookbag is very cute, Jane!

Jane: Thank you. I like it too. My mother likes to give me cute things.

Linda: My mother likes to give me cute things, too.

Jane: I know. Your dress is very cute.

Linda: Thank you. I like it too!

What do you think is cute?

Do you like to wear cute clothes?

What animals are cute?

Make a sentence: Your ______ is very ______.

Find the nouns in the dialogue above, and write them here:
Nouns are **people**, **places**, or **things**. You can see and touch most nouns.

Write a noun in the blank to complete each sentence:

1. I want to go to _________________.
2. There is a big _________________ in the classroom.
3. _________________ likes to sit on the bed.
4. My _________________ is in England.
5. I want to buy some _________________.
6. You can see _________________ in a zoo.
7. Hi Elle. Your _________________ is very cute.